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((GAL 1:10-24)) 

PRAY 

As I mentioned last week, I have titled the instruction found in this first chapter… 

GOSPEL BOMBS—which means what we are looking AT today is the SECOND PART of that… 

And since we have (as much) if not more material to cover than last week---I am going to REFRAIN from 

any REVIEW---other than to MENTION there were 3 BOMBS which were DROPPED! 

BOMBS (as I stated) last week which were meant by PAUL to clear away any and all thinking which 

would undoubtedly keep the GALATIANS from taking to HEART Paul’s instruction in the later chapters—

instruction which HAS as its intention BOTH the convincing of the Galatians that the gospel he had 

originally preached to them was the right one—while (at the same time) causing them to REALIZE the 

danger of the one they were no flirting with… 

AND since there was a real danger in such things—THIS was target of his first three BOMBS: revealing 

the ETERNAL DANGER of a getting the GOSPEL wrong…(along with revealing HOW those who teach 

wrong gospels should be treated—which is w/ the utmost condemnation)…And ONCE you understand 

just how serious getting the gospel wrong is—it makes complete sense that they would be treated in 

that way…such people ARE (in all reality) the most wicked and cruel people on planet earth---they are 

those most responsible for sending millions to HELL (while giving them the hope that they are actually 

going to heaven). 

 SUCH instruction (however)—as I mentioned at the end of our time (last week) naturally creates the 

QUESTION (and concern) OF, “HOW do we know we have the correct/true/sound GOSPEL?—HOW do 

we know that we are getting the GOSPEL RIGHT?”----A question which Paul (no doubt) anticipated based 

on the DIRECTION he (then) turns HIS attention immediately after that—which is to this VERY issue… 



Which means THAT what we are going to look at today (as GOSPEL BOMBs) in finishing out this chapter 

WILL answer that very QUESTION—HOW do we GET the GOSPEL RIGHT... 

And here (then) in our NEXT bombshell truth is HOW PAUL begins his response: 

4.  Getting the gospel right is not dependent upon the approval of Christian rock-stars.   

4.1. (10) 

4.2.   These words follow directly on the HEELS of Paul’s harsh condemnation of any and all would 

preach anything other than the correct/true/sound gospel message (in vv8&9)---as additional means to 

NOT ONLY convincing the Galatians that the “different GOSPEL” they were beginning to embrace was 

false---but that their BASIS for believing it to be the RIGHT ONE was ALSO false. 

4.3. Their basis for believing this “different gospel” to be the right one = b/c it bore the approval of men 

like the apostles’ Peter and James: the Christian rock-stars of the Jerusalem Church (2:9-“pillars” was the 

term used by those in the first century to refer to those we call today, “Christian rock-stars”).  The 

Galatians were (no doubt) embracing it b/c it did bear their support (and) they were concerned about 

pleasing them. 

4.4.  Support for what I just said regarding this “different gospel” bearing the support of Peter and James 

= Remember from our discussion of the BACK-STORY:  The circumcision party was in the Galatian 

churches (ml) under the direction of Peter who had become convinced (along w/James) that 

circumcision (along w/the observance of all the other OC clean laws) was still in force and therefore a 

part of what else was required in order to step into a right relationship w/God (i.e. to be clean or 

justified before Him). (See 2:11-12). 

4.5.  Paul wants them to understand that such approval ultimately AMOUNTS to nothing:  It won’t get 

them OFF the HOOK on judgment day (something est’d by what he says in vv8&9)—AND---IT IS NOT 

required (or) what we sb looking AT when determining whether (or not) WHAT we have is correct. 

4.6.  This (then) is BASIS for these words in VERSE 10…  

 

 



4.6.1. By such rhetorical questions in relation to himself (as well as his statement about being a 

servant of Christ) what he is essentially saying is this:  “The reason I know I have the 

correct/true/sound gospel IS NOT b/c it pleases the rock-stars in Jerusalem (or garners their 

approval). As a matter of fact I know that what I am saying right NOW (most especially the part 

about “let him be accursed”) may put ME and the Antioch church at complete odds w/ “men”—

the apostles at Jerusalem---BUT that’s okay---b/c (I realize) if I am going to GET the GOSPEL 

right, IT means following and being a “servant of Christ” rather than seeking to please and get 

the approval of men.”  

4.6.2. “servant of Christ” = literally “slave (doulos) for Christ.  Paul was completely SOLD OUT to 

JESUS---which means he didn’t struggle w/the kind of man-crushes that were being displayed in 

Galatia---Peter and James were NOT the ones he was living for—and therefore NOT the ONES 

(whose approval or pleasure) determined WHAT GOSPEL he chose to embrace as true.  Getting 

the GOSPEL right was ultimately not dependent on them.   

4.7.  Why this is important = b/c (as was discussed to some degree last week) so many Christian’s view 

of the GOSPEL today is dependent on the approval of history’s Christian rock-stars!  Proof: Consider the 

number of times Calvin or Piper or other uninspired yet famous men are quoted or referenced in 

support of a person’s position in the gospel—or how many times when you present your position, you 

are asked who among history’s Christian rock-stars support your view.  It has become the absolute 

litmus test for determining whether or not  you possess the correct/true/sound gospel! 

4.8.  What this tells us (2 things):  

(one)  “Christian rock-star man-crushes”  have always been a BIG problem within churches and among 

Christians---and therefore something we need to be mindful and watchful of (so that we too are not 

caught up in it).  The Galatians (btw) were not the only ones who struggled w/this in the first century, 

the Corinthians did as well (and it may have cost them their church (1Co 3:1-4; 2Co 11:1-5---historical 

fact:  all those who have been the most dangerous heretics throughout history were not initially 

considered as such.   Instead they were considered by the vast majority to be great men of God—the 

Christian superstars of their day (ex. Arius, Pelagius, Arminius, Finney---all were at one time considered 

to be the leaders of the Christian Faith and as a result followed by many churches and Christians).  

Which means AGAIN, This is a very real and potential danger—one we need to be aware of –and avoid! 



(two) Though no-one may be falling into the same false gospel the Galatians were, many are 

nonetheless following the same path that go them there (the path of seeking/needing the approval of 

those who are the Christian rock-stars—which is also the path of idolatry –and why therefore Paul can 

say, if this was the path he was on (“pleasing men’) he would not be a doulos of Christ—b/c anytime 

your decisions in re: to the Gospel or the Christian faith are dependent upon the approval of a man (or 

you can’t handle not being in agreement w/ those who considered the Christian rock-stars)—you have a 

man-crush---and if you have a man-crush; you are worshipping a man and therefore not God, which 

means you are an idolater and NOT a servant/slave of Christ (though you may think you are).  

4.9.   How most men (not all but most) end up being Christian rock-stars = (Mat 11:11-12) 

4.10. Does this mean we never seek approval/counsel from the church or Christian leaders regarding the 

gospel or the Christian faith? No, we should (which is why he is currently on his way to meet w/ the 

entire Jerusalem church including Peter and James as he writes this (something we discussed also as 

part of the Back-story to the letter—and what we read about in Acts 15) as well as why Paul was in 

Jerusalem at a prior date (2:1-2).  What the church and her leaders have thought throughout history is 

IMPORTANT: they are an authority established by Christ that we dare not neglect (Tit 2:15; Mat 18:18; 

Joh 16:13).  This is why when the Reformers were being accused as rebels in relation to the CHURCH and 

her authority, they took great pains to show their awareness of and agreement w/many of the teachings 

of the early church fathers and the church throughout history (b/c what the church and her leaders say 

cannot be neglected). HOWEVER, THOUGH that IS true (though they are an authority), here is what 

(also) true (and cannot be missed):  THEY ARE NOT THE FINAL AUTHORITY---GOD and HIS WORD and the 

only ones which hold that position.  Which means that the CHURCH OR HER LEADERS (including her 

biggest rock-stars) DO NOT CREATE the GOSPEL or the CHRISTIAN FAITH – they simply affirm what has 

been revealed by God through His WORD.  Which means (when there is a discrepancy) between God’s 

Word and the CHURCH (or her leaders)—it is the SIDE of GOD and His WORD that we must take---which 

is the side that PAUL is taking (here) in this letter (and why his argument against the position of the 

church (at Jerusalem and apostles James and Peter) is based NOT on his own rock-star status but 

Scripture (There are at least 10 direct quotes from or references to passages of Scripture in the letter 

and everything Paul says in refutation or defense is built upon those passages) .  This (then) is another 

key to getting the gospel right---which leads us directly into our second bombshell truth… 

If we are going to GET the right, it’s ultimately not dependent on the approval of the church or what the 

Christian rock-stars throughout history have thought…instead… 



5.  Getting the gospel right requires the support of God’s Word. 

5.1. (11-12) 

5.2. “revelation of Jesus Christ” = most would agree that what Paul is referring to (here) is his Damascus 

road experience (in Acts 9) where Jesus miraculously appears to him and reveals that He was indeed 

God (which meant that this was Who Paul was ultimately persecuting in his seizing of Christians and 

putting them in jail).  This (also) is the point at which Paul is converted (and why then he can say here 

that he “received” the gospel through a revelation of Jesus Christ”—since it was Jesus Himself Who put 

the pieces together for him and caused him to see the truth. 

5.3. That HOWEVER is NOT Paul’s point (or why he shares this bit of information).  IOW:  It’s not to brag 

about the FACT that he had a supernatural encounter w/Jesus —NOR (does he say it) to infer that this is 

WHY he knows he has the correct/true/sound gospel . 

5.4.  Rather his point (in these verses) is what we just discussed: THAT it is WORDS of GOD (not man) 

which are the key to getting the GOSPEL right.  It requires their support (not the support or approval of 

man).  Paul had heard the WORD of GOD (in the words of Jesus) and that coupled with his vast 

knowledge of the WORD of GOD in the OT gave him the GREATEST confidence that what he was 

currently holding as the GOSPEL was the right one.  It is (again) the support of the WORD of GOD that is 

the key (that’s his point). 

5.5. Why we can be confident that this is what Paul is establishing (here) VERSUS the idea that he was 

confident he had the truth b/c of his supernatural encounter w/Jesus = b/c if that were true (then) the 

letter would end (here)! IOW: If Paul’s point was, “Hey I know that gospel I possess is right b/c I had a 

personal encounter w/Jesus and He told me I was right”, then why go on for another 5 chapters quoting 

from all over the God’s Word? (Again) if the encounter w/Jesus is the point (or reason he knows he has 

got it right)—then “end of story” Paul wins.  BUT that can’t be his point—since he DOES GO ON! 

5.6.  His point (then) is (once more) the WORD of GOD.  This is HOW he knew (and we can know that 

what we have is the correct/true/sound GOSPEL—b/c it is supported by the WORDS of GOD Himself.  

 5.7.  Which this means for us practically = If we can’t support what we believe about the GOSPEL from 

God’s WORD (in the BIBLE) then we shouldn’t be confident that we have it right! 



5.8.  What else this means =  We need all of God’s Word and not just part of it (in order to get it right) 

This is another point made by what Paul communicates (here).  Though Paul had God’s Word (in the 

OT)—the picture wasn’t complete (and ultimately wrong) w/o the new “words of GOD” in the revelation 

of JESUS CHRIST (what today we have recorded for us as the NEW TESTAMENT). Paul needed the 

support of all of it to GET it right (and so do we). 

5.9 What we see today = Gospels which are supported either completely by WHAT uninspired men 

(“Christian rock-stars”) say it is—OR by only a part of what God has said (versus all of it).  Yet the gospel 

has been preached throughout the Bible (even in the OT) and therefore we need to take into 

consideration what God has to say there (b/c it compliments and completes) what is said through Jesus 

(and the NT) (Paul saw it that way: 3:8). 

5.10.  The frequent result today of only using part of God’s Word to support the gospel has been 

(besides just getting the gospel wrong---which is bad enough!) = We end up w/ a God who contradicts 

Himself on a moral level (ex.  Even though God provided a means of being atonement/justification (i.e. 

the clean laws) for the cleansing of the people’s sin (and as a way to get right w/Him), He still required 

the people to be faithfully obedient under the OC—otherwise their acts of atonement meant nothing-

Isa 1:10-19.  Under the NC however, God wb good w/us if we just have the means of 

atonement/justification w/no need to be faithful in obedience (it begins and ends w/faith in Christ 

only—that is what we are told).  Which in turn means God has changed His moral standards:  faithful 

obedience from those in covenant relationship was at one time required now it doesn’t matter; 

practicing righteousness was important to God; not it is not.  God has changed both in the way people 

get saved and how He chooses to view those he will proclaim as faithful and righteous come judgment 

day---THAT IS WHAT the modern GOSPEL creates:  A God Who contradicts Himself on a moral level). 

Do you know what I am talking about Beloved?  Does this resonate w/you?  B/C peoples’ gospel is not 

supported by all of God’s Word (meaning they have one consistent gospel message through and 

through), they end w/a God who must of got counseling somewhere between the OT and NT and has (as 

a result) “changed His principles”.  The problem w/that is that it NOT ONLY makes God morally crooked 

but it (also) means that verses like (2Ti 3:15) cannot be true. 

 

 



*BTW:  The idea that God will continue to declare me righteous simply b/c I apply His means of 

atonement/just. to my life (even though I live in wicked disobedience to His commands) is not a modern 

phenomenon, it was taking place under the OC (as well)---as a matter of fact this was the problem Jesus 

encountered w/the Jews of His day (most esp. the religious leaders; the idea that we remain good 

w/God simply b/c we observe the clean laws).  Such talk however wearies God (Mal 2:17). 

5.11.  The point Not to miss = Like Paul our gospel must be supported by ALL of God’s Word if we are to 

get it right. 

5.12.  The Question (then) worth asking before we move any further (as a means to determining where 

we each stand personally on these first two points: Is someone were to ask you how you know that 

what you believe about the GOSPEL is right what would you say?  Or if you are asking yourself that 

question, what is the first thing that comes to mind?  In either case, is the answer you would give b/c 

that’s what your favorite Christian rock-star believes or has taught you (or maybe your church)—or 

would it be b/c you are confident that IT is what is consistently taught in ALL of the GOD’S WORD?  (one 

last question)  Which do you think wb the acceptable answer come judgment day?   

(finally then…our final GOSPEL BOMBSHELL from this first chapter…) 

6.  Getting the gospel right also requires death to self and a willingness to boldly obey God no matter 

the cost. 

 6.1. And (here) is where the rubber really meets the road… 

6.2. It is ONE THING (a rather easy thing) to SAY that the GOSPEL I possess will NOT be dependent on the 

approval of men, but supported by the Word of GOD (of all of it)—it is an ENTIRELY DIFFERENT THING to 

SAY that THIS is what it will BE (when doing so) may COST me something. 

6.3. And for Paul such was the case…which is what our final verses in chapter ONE communicate to us.  

Paul’s journey to getting the GOSPEL right required (also) death to self and a willingness to boldly obey 

God no matter the cost. 

6.4. In re: to death to self (no matter the cost): 

6.5.  (13-14) 



6.6.  “I persecuted the church of God violently and tried to destroy it…I was advancing in Judaism 

beyond many of my own age…(I was) extremely zealous for the traditions of my fathers” = These are the 

words of man WHOSE is very CAREER minded!  A man who is focused on GETTING to the top of heap as 

fast as he possibly CAN (and is willing to DO whatever it takes—including kill people) to GET there!  And 

this (according to his own words) was the Apostle Paul (within Judaism).  He was (as he states in Phi 3) a 

“Pharisee of Pharisees”---a guy whose WHOLE LIFE (and every fiber of his being) was devoted to be a 

LEADER within the Jewish religion. 

6.7.  This (more than anything) is probably why he wasn’t married (there was no time for it!). 

6.8.  This (also) though shows us HOW much his career meant to him in Judaism---AND (therefore) HOW 

much he gave up in order to come to Christ—YET he did it W/O hesitation or W/O the need for support 

or approval from others (15-17). 

6.9.  “I did not immediately consult w/ anyone” = no need for moral support. 

6.10. “Nor did I go up to Jerusalem to those who were apostles before me =  no need for approval from 

others (even the rock-star approval of the apostles). 

6.11.  “but I went away into Arabia, and returned again to Damascus” = Damascus is where he was 

converted.  From a Christian standpoint, it was a po-dunk place in the middle of nowhere.  Jerusalem 

was the place to be.  Yet again he doesn’t go there, instead Paul stays in almost obscurity (in 

“Arabia”and “Damsacus”)---the “golden boy”  who once garnered the spotlight and (no doubt) loved the 

attention of the Jewish elite he rubbed shoulders with---stays AWAY from it all.  And he does it W/O 

hesitation. 

6.12.  Hopefully you see it---THERE has been a BIG CHANGE in life of PAUL (that’s what he is telling us 

here)!  What once mattered NO LONGER matters… 

6.13.  And the REASON he tells us THIS –is b/c this (too) is WHY he is getting what others are failing to 

GET (in relation to the GOSPEL)---THIS (also) is required…A DEATH TO SELF---a willingness to give it all up 

NO matter the COST. 

6.14.  That is what Paul did (and another reason) WHY he got GOSPEL RIGHT (b/c those things related to 

self—and selfish ambition) were no longer in the way. 



6.15.  How often does love of self and selfish ambition keep people from getting the GOSPEL right (from 

people being able to understand it and receive its saving benefits)? ALL THE TIME!  (Mat 13:22, 19:16-

24)  

6.16.  There is no doubt that many of those who fall away b/c of this don’t see themselves that way—

which is why this becomes the inevitable result: either you change or you change your gospel to 

accommodate your refusal to meet its standards so that it now “works” just the way you are—which 

means you no longer understand it---you no longer CAN get it right. 

6.17.  This (then) was a real concern that Paul had for the Galatians (and we should consider in relation 

to ourselves) =  Are we willing to give up being somebody popular (or accepted) if that is what GETTING 

(proclaiming the true gospel) will mean?  Are we willing to give up (possible dreams—or career choices 

we have made) for it (if that is where it leads)? (Why Ii say Paul was worried about this w/ the Galatians: 

b/c needing the approval of Christian rock-stars is an indicator of that.  They clearly wanted that kind of 

attention –Gal 4:16-17, 6:13). 

6.18. In re: (then) to boldly obeying it (no matter the cost): 

6.19.  (18-24) 

6.20.  Here we see (also) evidence of Paul’s death to self.  He says he was “still unknown to the churches 

of Judea who are in Christ” (not as something that bothered him) but as another attempt to make his 

point to the Galatians that GETTING the GOSPEL right ISN’T about getting in w/--or the approval of –the 

Christian rock-stars (of the day)… 

6.21.  His conversion HAD encouraged the faith of others AND that was good enough (for him)… 

6.22.  That being said, the REAL instruction in these verses is IN the DIRECTION of OBEDIENCE.  Through 

Paul’s description of trips to “Jerusalem”, then “Syria and Cilicia” he is creating a timeline of BOLD 

OBEDIENCE to the GOSPEL. 

6.23.  My reason for saying that = b/c the whole REASON Paul travelled to those places was b/c he was 

forced to…forced to DUE deadly persecution HE was about receive from JEWS WHO had no appreciation 

for Paul’s bold new obedience to the GOSPEL! 

 



6.24.  Some of you may remember when we discussed Paul’s history during this time (and the details we 

find about it in the book of Acts) as part of the BACKSTORY to the book.  According to Acts 9, God had 

called Paul to be His special witness for the GOSPEL---a witness that (in the words of God) “would suffer 

much”.  And rather than run away from such a calling, Paul gave himself to GOD w/ BOLD OBEDIENCE—

proclaiming the gospel in the synagogues and Jewish meeting places of every city he entered—AND as a 

result—HE suffered (just as God had said)---suffering which required him to be secrectly shipped off to 

Jerusalem (three years after his time in Damascus)—and then (for the same reasons) shipped off again 

to Syria and Cilicia---the place of his birth—a place which would further put him into obscurity for the 

next 10 yrs of his life. 

6.25.  Paul went from the guy voted  “most likely to succeed” and the MVP of Pharisees—TO—a guy 

whose only crowd of attention or followers WERE those who wanted to KILL HIM---AND this ALL for the 

GOSPEL---ALL b/c he was willing to BOLDLY OBEY GOD no matter the COST---and as a result of that (also 

then)—HE GOT IT…  AND that B/C (like before) there was NOTHING that could GET in the way of him 

not…HE was a guy wide open to the TRUTH of what GOD said—no matter what that meant—and THAT 

MEANT—he was ready to SEE (and understand the gospel) for all it is—To SEE it and understand it 

correctly. 

6.26. How often does a lack of bold obedience and fear of persecution—or other consequences keep 

people from getting the GOSPEL right? (like before) ALL THE TIME! (Mat 13:21; Rev 21:8)  

6.27. As before there is no doubt that many of those who fall away b/c of this don’t see themselves that 

way—which is why this becomes the inevitable result: either you change or you change your gospel to 

accommodate your refusal to meet its standards so that it now “works” just the way you are—which 

means you no longer understand it---you no longer CAN get it right. 

6.28.  And this (too) is Paul’s concern regarding the GALATIANS:  if they are going to GET the GOSPEL 

right…if they are going to replant themselves in the GOSPEL GROUND he had originally planted them 

(and NOT be persuaded) by every NEW “fad” and popular heresy which sweeps through the CHURCH---

then IT would mean this also---a commitment to BOLD OBEDIENCE to GOD (in relation to WHAT HE has 

said)—and that (once more) no matter WHERE EVERYBODY else in the so-called Christian world seems 

to be HEADING. 

And w/that THOUGHT I want CLOSE our time this morning… 



THE THING that (I believe) is killing Evangelical Christianity (today) is very thing that will bring HER 

BACK—and that is a COMMITMENT to this VERY THING—to BOLD OBEDIENCE TO GOD—no matter the 

cost—no matter HOW much that separates us from others—or the PAST—or those we have considered 

the Christian rock-stars throughout HISTORY---b/c JUST LIKE it was for PAUL (so it wb for us) if we are 

willing to DIE TO SELF and commit in to GOD in this WAY… 

We WILL BE those truly GETTING the GOSPEL RIGHT—understanding it in a FRESH and RADICAL NEW 

WAY—a way that is unadulterated by all the trappings of men (and their preferences or even politics)… 

…PURE from the BIASES of denominational loyalities—or cultural upbringings… 

CLEAR/CORRECT/TRUE and SOUND is the GOSPEL we will possess---if that is the HEART we bring to it---

AND if IT IS GOD’S WORD we use to support it. 

This (then) is what Paul was hoping for in the Galatians—and this (also) is its instruction to US—as that 

which prepares us to receive what will be said in the later chapters. 

IF we are going to understand and receive it---We MUST (first) understand NOT only HOW important the 

GOSPEL is—but what kind of people WE MUST be in order to GET it RIGHT…May God use what was said 

today to THAT end.  Let’s PRAY 


